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From rough to final designs by incremental set–inclusion of properties

A. Eir
Department of Civil Engineering, and Informatics and Mathematical Modelling, DTU, Copenhagen, Denmark

A. Ekholm
Design Methodology, Department of Construction and Architecture, Lund Institute of Technology, Lund, Sweden

ABSTRACT: Design of buildings is a complex task in which ideas are sketched and communicated, by repre-
sentations that are incrementally elaborated from the early rough sketches to the final design. We claim, that
today’s model–based design tools are restricted from fully supporting this process as they are founded on the
principle that objects are instances of static types. Such systems do not offer work with objects being incre-
mentally specialised according to their properties, and neither do they offer dynamics of the underlying type
system.
The present paper elaborates on a property–oriented approach as a foundation for design tools facilitating in-
cremental design based on set–inclusion of properties. We emphasize the formal foundation for incorporating
such dynamics, and we specify requirements for tools facilitating incremental design and offering improved
semantic support.

1 INTRODUCTION

The introduction of computer–aided design (CAD)
using model–based tools has revolutionized many in-
dustries such as the automobile industry, the computer
hardware industry, and the building industry. How-
ever, in building design the notion of creativity has
suffered in favour of efficiency. One reason may be
that most model–based design tools do not support
incremental design; i.e. a process in which objects of
the current model are being incrementally specialised
according to their kinds.

In civil engineering and architecture, design is a
creative process in which ideas are sketched and com-
municated, by representations that are incrementally
elaborated from early rough sketches to the final de-
sign. In order for a model–based design tool to sup-
port (or at least not obstruct) creativity in this way, it
should facilitate dynamics on four levels: (i) on the
parts of the building, (ii) on the properties of parts,
(iii) on other binary relations between parts; and, in
addition, (iv) on the underlying type system. Most
design tools facilitate the first, whereas they lack of
functionality facilitating the three succeeding.

In this paper, we elaborate on a property–oriented
approach as a foundation for design tools facilitat-
ing incremental specialisation of designs, based on

set–inclusion of properties. We do so by offering a
framework for dynamic management of objects and
properties. This framework is well–founded in mathe-
matical and computer science theories and disciplines
like Formal Concept Analysis, Lattices, and Galois
Connections. Furthermore, it strongly relates to for-
mal methods and domain modelling as research dis-
ciplines of computer science (Bjørner 2000; Bjørner
1997). We sketch requirements for design tools facil-
itating incremental design and offering improved se-
mantic support.

1.1 The conceptual level

Traditionally, CAD tools were made to create arte-
fact descriptions like drawings, and for speeding up
the design process by ensuring consistency, facilitat-
ing reuse, etc. With the introduction of 3D modelling
and visualisation, graphical presentations like draw-
ings (in a wide but still syntactical sense) are more
important than ever.

However, there is more to a design process than
the graphical entities of some presentation, as such
a presentation can be seen as syntax (i.e. meaningful
sequence of symbols) that certainly stands for some-
thing and is made according to some idea of an arte-
fact. Cognitively, we understand artefact descriptions
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like drawings as presentations of some conceptual
model. Computer scientifically, we would say that
artefact descriptions are computerized interpretations
or evaluations of the conceptual model. Such a model
is present in all stages of any design process and nec-
essarily precedes any presentation-aimed syntax.

In order to develop design tools, we need to estab-
lish a conceptual understanding of the process of de-
sign and of design ideas.

1.2 Survey

Design as an incremental process is not a new con-
cept. As an opposition to design tools focusing on
the late stages of design, the Swedish BAS � CAAD
project was initiated (Ekholm and Fridqvist 1995;
Ekholm and Fridqvist 1998; Fridqvist 2000; van
Leeuwen 1999), suggesting a computerized tool sup-
porting design in the early stages. Also, the notion of
schema evolution has been emphasized in context of
design. For example, Hakim and Garrett propose an
Object–Centered approach to modelling as a contrast
to Class–Centered modelling, aiming the same as we,
but using an informal reference frame; (Hakim and
Garrett 1994; Garrett and Hakim 1994).

1.3 Suggested framework

In this paper, we elaborate on the property–oriented
approach presented in the BAS � CAAD project. We
see design as a process of exploration which in-
cludes choosing among alternatives, and incremen-
tally adding parts, properties of parts, and other re-
lations between parts. In the work mentioned in this
paper, we focus the discussion on incremental prop-
erty determination. What separates it from other work
on incremental design is, that we intend to put on a
logico–computer science perspective. Thereby, we go
back and investigate the formal foundations for CAD.
Especially, we focus on the notion of multiple inheri-
tance of properties as a fundamental issue in design.

We claim that the (apparently) natural process of
going from rough sketches to more and more pre-
cise designs is not entirely supported by today’s com-
mercial CAD tools. Rather, such tools emphasize
the facility of incrementally adding objects (parts) of
pre–defined static types, thereby focussing on parto-
nomic (part–whole) relations (Artale, Franconi, Guar-
ino, and Pazzi 1996) and not on taxonomic (kind–of )
relations (Guarino and Welty 2000). The latter sort,
we claim is as important to design as the former.

We agree with Turk et al (Turk 1998), that static
type structures in the object–oriented paradigm re-
strict the practitioner and imply some sort of blind-
ness. Though, we seek to approach the problem with-
out issuing it as for or against hermeneutic construc-

tivism. In our approach, we could say that incre-
mentally stating the properties of objects in a design
model, makes it possible for the designer to reflect on
the design. Actually, making local, temporary restric-
tions like determining properties and even constraints,
certainly offer a foundation for deciding how the de-
sign should be — or should not be. Total blindness in
a design process may appear if we along the way keep
too many open ends — we may not get anything done
at all.

The framework, suggested here, sees properties as
means for describing objects, but existing on the dy-
namic run–time level instead of the static. Thereby,
we obtain the freedom mentioned above.

We rely on formal theories like Formal Con-
cept Analysis, Lattices, and Galois Connections from
knowledge engineering (Ganter and Wille 1999; Haav
1997; Guénoche and van Mechelen 1993) to estab-
lish this framework. Furthermore, we use The RAISE
Specification Language (RAISE Language Group
1992; RAISE Method Group 1995) to specify re-
quirements for design tools facilitating incremental
design and offering improved semantic support, thus
being suitable for distributed design. The formulae in
RAISE are mathematically precise descriptions of the
presented ideas, and aim to add a computer science
perspective. However, the formulae are supplemen-
tary in the sense that they are not crucial for the under-
standing of this paper. For simplicity, formal specifi-
cation of so–called well–formedness has be omitted.

2 THE DESIGN PROCESS

Design may be seen as a problem solving process,
similar to problem solving in everyday life or in sci-
ence. Such a process starts by expressing a problem
definition. In order to recognize a problem one usually
need some sort of goal, but not necessarily knowledge
of how to reach that goal. Thus, the notion of a prob-
lem can be defined as lack of solution knowledge in
relation to background knowledge and goal (Bunge
1983). A goal can be defined as an intended state of
a system; i.e. the properties of the system at a certain
time. In design, a goal could be understood as a satis-
factory behaviour of an artefact.

Stating the problem definition is followed first by
synthesis, describing a hypothesis or tentative prob-
lem solution (technical solution), and then of analy-
sis investigating the proposed solution. The synthesis
question is: Which system has these properties? And
the analysis question is the inverse: What properties
does this system have? Synthesis may be regarded as
starting from a functional view on the system, while
analysis starts from a compositional view. The result
of the analysis is added to the background knowledge



and may lead to a revision of the goal. During the
design process, hypotheses and tests are made alter-
nately, and the properties of the intended artifact are
determined incrementally. The design cycle, by (Si-
mon 1981) called the “Generator-Test Cycle”, pro-
ceeds until a satisfactory solution has been reached.
The problem solving process is illustrated in Figure 1.

environment

functional
requirement

tested
technical 
solution

actual
function

discovered new 
function and new 
environment

hypothesized
technical 
solutionSynthesis Analysis

Problem definition

Figure 1: The problem solving process (Ekholm 2001).

2.1 Incremental design: An example

Consider the process of drawing a house to be built.
Usually, the overall structure is sketched before large
details like doors, windows, the sort of walls, etc.
can be specified; although that may not always be the
case.

Figure 2 shows three design stages of such a house:
(a) a drawing of rough lines indicating the exte-
rior structure, (b) a drawing of more precise geom-
etry, doors added and wall type information, and (c)
a drawing which in addition states the widths and
lengths of walls.

We thus go from a rough sketch to more and more
detailed specifications of the idea. By a rough sketch,
we understand an artefact description which is less
precise than a (relatively) more detailed specification.

Using predicate logic, we could formalize aspects
of a wall object at two stages as:

���������
	��������������� ��������	 ��!�#"$�%��&�'(�*)���	 �� (1)���������
	��������������� ��������	 ��!�#"$�%��&�'(�*)���	 ���� (2)�+� ,-���/.10��
	 �� �2� 3-'%�-���/46510(�
	 ��

We see, that Formula 1 and 2 are bound by implica-
tion from the latter to the former. That is, the former
is a more rough description of the object 7+8 than the
latter.

(a)

masonry

door

door

door

masonry

(b)

28cmmasonry

masonry

28cm

200cm

100cm
16cm

16cm

28cm

180cm

28cm
350cm

80cm
80cm

80cm
16cm

70cm
80cm

30cm
80cm

(c)

Figure 2: Rough sketch (a), simple drawing (b), more de-
tailed drawing (c).

2.2 Many–sorted knowledge and multiple inheri-
tance

An essential issue of design is that of adding differ-
ent, many–sorted knowledge to an artefact descrip-
tion. That is, designing a building means adding dif-
ferent incomparable sorts of knowledge like material,
colour, texture, etc. Furthermore, design is putting
parts together on the conceptual level, thereby form-
ing wholes, as well as adding other binary relations
between objects.

Seen this way, design is: (i) multiple–inheritance
as set–inclusion of Fregean (i.e. formalisable as unary
predicates) properties (Frege 1994) like being red or
made of wood, (ii) set–inclusion of parts like be-
ing composed by a number of bricks, and (iii) set–
inclusion of other binary relations like for a wall to



approach and be connected to another wall.
Figure 3 shows how multiple inheritance of prop-

erties are meet ( 9 ) and design moves in separate in-
comparable directions origins from join ( : ) in a lat-
tice structure (Birkhoff 1973).

( ; )

White

White < Reinforced < Concrete < Wall

Concrete Wall Reinforced

Concrete < Wall Reinforced < Wall

Reinforced < Concrete < Wall

Figure 3: Design lattice.

3 TOOLS FOR DESIGN

In context of tools for design, the introduction of the
object–oriented paradigm has not been more revolu-
tionary than adding some convenient ways of working
with data. That is, the real difference between classes
and traditional data types is merely on some techni-
calities. In essence, types (even though classes) are
still static.

The following two sections state the importance of
abandoning this restriction by indicating requirements
for design tools for incremental design.

3.1 Dynamics on properties

According to the object–oriented paradigm, objects
are created as belonging to a certain class.

This has at least two consequences: (i) we cannot
speak of loosely defined objects being incrementally
specialised during run–time of the design tool, and (ii)
objects cannot shift classes.

These facts, we claim, delimit today’s design tools
from fully supporting the creative process of design.

3.2 Dynamics in type system

A class in the object–oriented paradigm is a type in
the language in which the tool is written. Thus adding
a class definition or an attribute denoting a prop-
erty, usually requires recompilation of the program
code. This implies that classes and attributes cannot
be changed or added after instantiation of any objects;
(Hakim and Garrett 1994; Garrett and Hakim 1994).

In order to facilitate dynamics according to prop-
erties of objects and of the underlying type system,
we need to move properties and relations of objects

from the static type level to the dynamic run–time
level (Ekholm and Fridqvist 1998). We do so by estab-
lishing a generic system in which properties and rela-
tions are values and thus can be managed at run–time.
Furthermore, we have objects that are also values but
mapped to their properties in an object environment
store. The latter we shall call an artefact model.

This solution, however, has implications as we shall
see in Section 6.

4 ARTEFACT MODEL

By an artefact model, we understand a configuration
of objects, i.e. maps from conceptual objects to their
properties and parts respectively, and a map from con-
ceptual object pairs to relation designators. We found
the specification of artefact models on the notion of
design moves such that artefact models indeed facili-
tate incremental design.

4.1 Design move

The three stages of design from Section 2.1 are re-
lated by design moves. A design move is a transition
from one artefact model = to another artefact model > ;
denoted ?#@�=BADCE> . A design move ?#@1=FADCG> is valid,
iff > is a description of an artefact idea which is a rele-
vant successor (Galle 1999) to the artefact idea corre-
sponding to the description > . Logically, the descrip-
tion > is a relevant successor of = , iff the artefact de-
scribed taxonomically as well as partonomically and
according to other binary relations, is a specialisation
of the artefact described by = .

4.2 Specification

A formal specification of an artefact model should
accomplish incremental specialisation and we thus
specify the notion as a record with three entries: (i)
The taxonomical relations as a map ( H –map) from ob-
jects (x:X) to sets of properties (p:P), (ii) the parto-
nomic relations as a map (I –map) from objects to
their object parts, and (iii) additional binary relations
as a map ( J –map) from pairs of objects to sets of re-
lation designators ( K : L ):

typeM
:: t:X N O P-set p:X N O X-set r:(X P X) N ORQ -set,

X, P, Q
Note, that part-whole relations are singled out as a

special case of binary relations between objects.
The wall modelled in Formula 2, could be repre-

sented by the following artefact model:

value



x � : X, wall, straight, masonry, width .60 , length 46510 :P,S
:
MUT

mk_
M

( V x �XWNZY wall, straight, masonry, width .60 , length 46510%[�\ ,V x ��WNZY [�\ ,[ ])

Using the specification of ] , we define the notion
of design move as:

value^
:
M N M

,_
:
M N M N Bool

axiom ` S ,
S�a

:
MUb

S _ S a(c
let (t,p,r)

T S
, (t
a
,p
a
,r
a
)
T S a

in
( ` x:X

b
x d dom t e x d dom t

a � t(x) f t
a
(x)) �

( ` x:X
b

x d dom p e x d dom p
a � p(x) f p

a
(x)) �

( ` (x,x
a
):X P X

b
(x,x

a
) d dom r e (x,x

a
) d dom r

a �
r(x,x

a
) f r

a
(x,x

a
))

end,^
(
S
) as

S a
post

S _ S a

It can be shown that the relation g defines a partial
ordering on artefact models.

5 TOWARDS PROPERTY–ORIENTATION

The backbone of any ontology–based information
system is the kind–of relation and the relation be-
tween objects and their properties. The foundation for
these relations is the mathematical notion of a Ga-
lois Connection which can be said to hold between
two power sets (Ganter and Wille 1999). A Galois
Connection between sets of objects and sets of their
common properties has the convenience that it defines
a partial ordering of the properties. Furthermore, the
partial ordering is a lattice which facilitates knowl-
edge querying and management.

In the following sections, we give a short introduc-
tion to Galois Connections in order to justify the pre-
sented specification of artefact models and its focus
on properties.

5.1 Galois Connection

We can say that an object 7 has the property h . For
that we write 7�ijh where i is called the incidence
relation; (Ganter and Wille 1999). The correspon-
dence between objects and their common properties
becomes quite an important relation, as the functions
giving the common properties of an object set and the
residual function appears to be a Galois Connection.

Definition 1 A pair of mappings @6kml�noA , with respect
to the power sets p -set and q -set, is a Galois Con-
nection iff k and n are monotonously decreasing:

type
X, P

value
f: X-set N P-set,
g: P-set N X-set

axiom
( ` xs,xs

a
:X-set

b
xs f xs

a e f(xs
a
) f f(xs)) �

( ` ps,ps
a
:P-set

b
ps f ps

a e g(ps
a
) f g(ps)) �

( ` xs:X-set
b

xs f g(f(xs))) �
( ` ps:P-set

b
ps f f(g(ps)))

The two mappings are then called dually ad-
joint (Ganter and Wille 1999). The above rather
sloppy specification assumes the existence of only
one incidence relation.
We now define k and n in the following way, as we
model the incidence relation as a map (m:M) from
object-property–pairs to boolean values:

type
M

T
(X P P) N O Bool

axiom ` x:X,p:P,xs:X-set, ps:P-set, m:M
b

f O (xs)
c Y p r p:P

b
(̀ x:X

b
x d xs � (x,p) d dom m e m(x,p)) [ ,

g O (ps)
c Y x r x:X

b
( ` p:P

b
p d ps � (x,p) d dom m e m(x,p)) [

Note, that we for k and n assume the presence of a
formal context (m:M). The pair @6k�l�nsA satisfies the cri-
teria for being a Galois Connection (Ganter and Wille
1999). This has the advantage that properties are par-
tially ordered and forms a lattice structure, which can
be utilized in semantic query and support facilities in
design tools as sketched in Section 6.2.

The important taxonomical relation is modelled in] as the H –map. The relation is essential; a backbone
in all ontological systems, and can be formulated as
unary predicates, like being a wall ( tDu�v*v
@w7xA ), or hav-
ing a length of y z�{ ( t}|�~��/���}ym@�7xA ). The partial order-
ing of properties is fundamental, as it e.g. places the
property of being a door as a more general property
than e.g. being a left–hand door, in the lattice.

The H –map, however, is not the only structure form-
ing a lattice. Also the I –map and J –map form lattices
because of their set–based nature.

In knowledge engineering, attempts have been
made for unifying taxonomic and partonomic rela-
tions using the Pierce product as notation for attribu-
tion; (Brink, Britz, and Schmidt 1996). In ] , the three
maps can be seen as three different aspects (Simons
1987) of the artefact described.

5.2 Relation to the BAS � CAAD ThingClass

In this section, we relate the presented artefact
model to the ThingClass of the BAS � CAAD project



(Ekholm and Fridqvist 1999), from which it was in-
spired. A ThingClass is defined as a 6–tuple of at-
tribute sets, denoted: ����@�����l�����l�i2��l��x��l�i2��l��#��A .��� is the set of generic or superclass attributes, �+� is
the set of composition attributes, i#� is the set of inter-
nal relations, ��� is the set of environment attributes,i2� is the set of external relations, and ��� is the set of
unary attributes which represent intrinsic properties
of systems.

The specification of the presented artefact model ]
can be considered a projection of the above Thing-
Class specification.

The members in the union set of generic or super-
class attributes ( ��� ) and unary attributes represent-
ing intrinsic properties ( ��� ) each designate properties
(p:P) in ] . We have not made a distinction between
class attributes and intrinsic properties, as we for-
mally cannot make this distinction. Both may be de-
noted by unary predicates, so the distinction is merely
intentional.

The set of composition attributes, corresponds to
the I –map in ] .

The sets of environment attributes and external re-
lations have been omitted in ] . In the ThingClass
these aim at modelling functional requirements (or
behaviour) of an artefact, but such information might
exist on a different level of description. Formally in-
stantiating a binary relation between an artefact and
the environment implies considering that environment
piece as part of the artefact. Rather, it is combina-
tions of properties and relations that makes the arte-
fact functional. E.g. a certain combination of dimen-
sion and material makes a wall resist fire. Thus, func-
tional requirements are to be modelled as a mathemat-
ical function ranging over sets of properties and rela-
tions. This way we are able to model what Bunge’s
calls dispositional properties (Bunge 1977).

A further study of this area could be founded on un-
derstanding properties as functions of events (Shoe-
maker 1997).

6 DESIGN TOOL REQUIREMENTS

In this section, we specify some basic requirements
for design tools facilitating incremental design and
improved semantic support. We found this specifica-
tion on an organisation of information levels. We have
already mentioned the conceptual level on which arte-
fact descriptions belong. In addition, there are two
more levels: The presentation level on which visual-
isations of artefact models belong, and the semantic
descriptive level on which the semantical functions of
properties, relations, design moves, etc. belong. The
mathematical function modelling dispositional prop-
erties (see Section 5.2) appears as a special semantic

function (see (Eir 2000) for another denotational se-
mantic treatment of the domain of civil engineering).

Information on the presentation level is the result
of computerized interpretation of information on the
conceptual level, according to information on the se-
mantic descriptive level.

Figure 4 shows the semantic relations between the
three levels.

interpretation of

red_ochra(x) � wall(x) �+�����

� �
red_ochra � ���2���w�Semantic descriptive level

Conceptual level

Presentation level

defined by

— x

Figure 4: Information Levels.

Adding properties and various sorts of relations to
an artefact model, we consider a special case of se-
mantic descriptive information (although it certainly
differs from the understanding of specifying the se-
mantics of properties).

6.1 Semantics of design moves

The semantics of design moves can be described as
functions from one artefact model to another. That is,
the various sorts of moves like adding a part, a prop-
erty to an object, etc. are considered syntactical com-
mands (c:Cmd) on the semantic descriptive level. The
semantics (specified using the semantical parentheses� ��� �

) we model as the result/effect of performing the
move; here using a denotational approach (Eir 2000):

type
Cmd

T�T
addobj r addprop(p:P) r addpartrel(x:X, x

a
:X) r

addrel(z:X, z
a
:X, � : Q ),

valueV V \ \ : Cmd �N M �N M
,

new:
M N X

axiom ` c:Cmd,
S
,
S a

:
M

, p:P, x,x
a
:X

b
V V addobj \ \ ( S )

c
let x

T
new

S
in

mk_(t(
S
) ��V x WN�Y [!\ ,p(

S
) �-V x WN Y [�\ ,r( S ))

end,

V V addprop(¡ ) \ \ ( S )
c

mk_
M

(t(
S
) ��V x WN t(

S
) ¢£Y p [�\ ,p(

S
),r(

S
)),

V V addpartrel( 	B¤w	�¥ ) \ \ ( S )
c

mk_
M

(t(
S
),p(

S
) �-V x a WN p(

S
) ¢¦Y x [!\ ,r( S )),

V V addrel( 	B¤w	�¥
¤ � ) \ \ ( S )
c

mk_
M

(t(
S
),p(

S
),r(

S
) �-V (x,x

a
) WN r(

S
) ¢¦Y�� [!\ ),



6.2 Semantic support

The presented property–oriented framework facili-
tates a large number of semantic applications. Of
these, we emphasize: Querying design models (e.g.
as conformance checking), and merging artefact mod-
els. From an artefact model, we can extract the formal
context (m:M) by determining the property–set (ps:P-
set) present in the artefact model. We then build the
map for the formal context by pairing objects (x:X)
from the artefact model with each property in Im§ and
mapping the pair to a boolean value (b:Bool) stating
whether or not the object has this property. This con-
text serves as the taxonomical information we need in
simple querying.

value
X_M:

M N M
X_M(

S
)
c

let ps
T Y p r p:P

b
( ¨ x:X

b
x d dom t(

S
) �

p d t(
S
)(x)) [ inV (x a ,p a ) WN b r x a :X,p

a
:P,b:Bool

b
x
a d dom t(

S
) �

p d ps � b
T

p d t(
S
)(x) \

end

A simple form for querying is one which returns
the set of objects that satisfies certain criteria accord-
ing to possessed properties and relations. That is, a
query (q:Q) is a tuple of the form (P-set © ( L«ª ¬ X-
set)). Leaving all X-set empty yields partially evalua-
tion assuming some L –relation to any object.

type
Q
T

P-set P ( QN O X-set),

value®
: Q N M N X-set®
(ps,rel)(

S
)
c

Y x r x:X
b

(̀ p:P
b

p d ps e p d t(
S
)(x)) �`¯� : Q b �2d dom rel e�2d dom r(

S
) �

( ¨ x
a
:X

b
x
a d rel( � ) e°�2d r(

S
)(x,x

a
)) [

The above can be specialised such that interpreta-
tions of queries return (sub–)artefact models. This can
be convenient when writing various extraction appli-
cations.

Furthermore, by specifying requirements as sets of
properties and relations, it is possible to perform con-
formance checking on artefact models.

As a result of distributed design processes, e.g.
Web–based, a function for merging two artefact mod-
els may be useful. The function should, given two
artefact models, state what possible inconsistency
there is. We state such as an artefact model itself. That
is, the set of objects mapping to conflicting proper-
ties, and the objects making a cycle in the part–whole
relations, see (RAISE Language Group 1992) for a
formal definition. We assume, the existence of a pred-
icate conflict stating whether or not two properties are

mutually exclusive; based on some “universal” taxon-
omy represented as a formal context.

value
merge:

M P M N M N M
merge(

S
,
S-a

)(m) as
S-a a

post (̀ x:X
b

x d dom t(
S-a a

) e
( ` (p,p

a
):(P P P)

b Y p,p
a [ f t(

S a a
)(x) e conflict(p,p

a
)(m)) �

p(
S-a a

)
T V x WN xs r x:X,xs:X-set

b
(x d p(

S
) � x d p(

S-a
) e

xs
T

p(
S
)(x) ¢ p(

S a
)(x)) ±

(x d p(
S
) e xs

T
p(
S
)(x)) ±

(x d p(
S a

) e xs
T

p(
S a

)(x)) \��
is_cyclic(p(

S a a
))),

conflict: (P P P) N M N Bool,
is_cyclic: (X N O X-set) N Bool

Simple consistency of one artefact model ( ² : ] ) can
be obtained by using the empty artefact model as sec-
ond argument. That is, merge( ² ,([],[],[])) applied on
some formal context, e.g. X_M( ² ).

6.3 Accumulating design knowledge

Even though we have assumed that an artefact model
only applies to one artefact idea, the notion has more
potential. Consider the case of making a whole se-
ries of artefact models ² 8/l�²´³�l-µ-µ-µ-l�²�¶ . These, we as-
sume represent different artefact ideas, each on their
“final” stages of design. The knowledge within these
might be important for future design processes in two
ways: (i) Each artefact model defines taxonomic re-
lations, and (ii) each artefact model can be seen as
examples of how to model certain artefacts. The two
can be quite important in knowledge engineering of
artefacts. It can be shown that formal contexts repre-
senting taxonomic relations easily can be added in-
crementally. Thereby, knowledge of kind–of relations
can be built up and concepts involving various in-
comparable properties can be deduced; (Ganter and
Wille 1999). Such concepts can then be made pre-
defined types such that efficiency of design (like we
have it in today’s commercial CAD tools) is achieved.
Furthermore, collecting previous artefact models to-
gether with the semantic definitions of e.g. properties,
we have a (though primitive) foundation for defining
concepts by their extentions. That is, simply by visu-
alising previous objects falling under the concept in
question.

7 CONCLUSION: BEYOND DRAWINGS

We have presented a property–oriented framework for
design tools supporting incremental design. In order
to do so, we have specified the notion of an artefact
model storing taxonomic, partonomic and other bi-
nary relations of the artefact idea. An achievement is



that properties and relations can be added incremen-
tally to the current artefact model. That is, we aban-
don the idea of static type systems and move prop-
erties and relations to the dynamic run–time level.
Furthermore, we have indicated how new properties
and relations can be introduced by formally specify-
ing their semantics. We have argued that the aspects
of any artefact model separately satisfies Galois Cri-
teria, and thus makes the specification a solid foun-
dation for tools offering improved semantic support.
In this context, we have specified some basic require-
ments.

However, the framework can be taken further. In
this paper, we have not really relied on artefact de-
scriptions as syntactical documents like drawings.
Rather, we have focused on the underlying concep-
tual framework, being the semantical one. A similar
framework could certainly be defined for other sorts
of civil engineering tools like for managing construc-
tion specifications or handling contracts. We believe
that a wide range of civil engineering tools might
benefit from a semantic treatment and thus can be
founded on a property–oriented framework.
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